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The dream team  
for outstanding 
productivity
SINUMERIK Run MyRobot integrates  
robots and machine tools



As automation continues to take its course, robots and 
machine tools are increasingly working closely together. 
Robots and machine tools are increasingly collaborat-
ing more closely with one another. Using robots in the 
production environment can significantly boost pro-
ductivity – for example when they support loading and 
unloading or handle machining tasks.

The number of handling and machining robots (machine 
tools with robot kinematics) is continually on the rise. In-
creasingly more machine operators are seeing that automa-
tion is an important strategy when it comes to achieving a 
constant workpiece quality and being more flexible. Digita-
lization is facilitating the required higher level of automa-
tion and networking of the components involved.

Automated machining cells – for higher productivity 
and production flexibility

Automated machining cells play a decisive role in increasing 
the productivity and flexibility of production environments. 
What is especially decisive is that all the systems involved 
are simply integrated – machine tools must be integrated 
into production workflows using networking solutions – 
and robots must be simply integrated into machine tools via 
predefined interfaces. Seamlessly automated workflows can 
be implemented by creating automated machining cells: 
from production planning, through the provision of all job 
data and information in a digital form at the operator panel 
up to efficient operation of machines and robots.

SINUMERIK – for new productivity 
benchmarks

SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Direct Control

Application area:
• Handling
• Machining
• Hybrid (handling & machining in parallel to the main 

machining time)

Robot kinematics fully integrated in the CNC

Can be implemented with:

SINUMERIK 840D sl

SINUMERIK ONE

SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Direct Handling

Application area:
• Handling

Modular robot handling integration

Can be implemented with: 

SINUMERIK 840D sl

SINUMERIK ONE

One CNC for several robot connection versions
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Robots and machine tools:  
all facets of the integration

With its SINUMERIK, Siemens has a CNC system for robot 
integration: From a simple connection via the user-friendly 
integration for handling tasks – up to the complete integra-
tion of robot kinematics in a system.

SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Handling

Application area:
• Handling

Simple PLC I/O interface

Can be implemented with: 

SINUMERIK 840D sl 

SINUMERIK 828D
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The demand for automation solutions for machine tools 
teamed up with high precision industrial robots is  
increasing at a rapid pace. This applies for handling –  
as well as high-precision and complex processing tasks.  
With SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Direct Control robot  
kinematics can be directly integrated in CNC systems.

The unique SINUMERIK-controlled robot technology further 
enhances precision and dynamic performance in conjunc-
tion with the advantages of a control concept from a single 
source.

With the introduction of the direct control concept, the com-
plete range of CNC and drive functionality can be utilized.  
An additional robot controller is not required in the machine 
tool environment. As a consequence, important advantages 
are obtained – such as the more compact hardware dimen-
sions, simpler spare parts management and a higher degree 
of reliability.

Due to the seamless integration of the robot kinematics in 
the SINUMERIK, the commissioning and engineering tasks 
are significantly simplified to the customer’s advantage. The 
complete engineering process chain is guaranteed with the 
inclusion of the robot’s digital twin in the CAD/CAM system 
and thus benefiting of the existing SINUMERIK post-processor 
and VNCK simulations.

 SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Direct Control

 • Drive-based connection of the robot kinematics with  
the SINUMERIK CNC system (Direct Control concept)

 • Setting-up, programming and operation in the  
SINUMERIK-specific environment (Create MyConfig,  
G-Code, programGUIDE etc.)

 • Preconfigured setting data available for a selection of 
robots

 • Robot-specific programming knowledge not required

Directly connecting 
high precision robots

SINUMERIK  
Run MyRobot /Direct Control

Advantages at a glance

 • Integrating the robot mechanical model in the 
SINUMERIK CNC increases productivity and flexibility, 
thus facilitating the high workpiece precision and  
quality.

 • The Direct Control concept significantly simplifies 
the controller hardware configuration resulting in 
optimized spare parts management.

 • Reduced time and effort for commissioning and 
engineering – including ready-to-run setting data 
for selected robots.
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SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Direct Handling is based  
on the same functioning principle as Run MyRobot /
Direct Control, just optimized for modular robot  
auto mation solutions.

Machine tools which don’t have an integrated robot in one 
of the NC channels, can easily be modularly extended with 
the Run MyRobot /Direct Handling package and a separate 
NC controller for the robot. The benefits for the end-users 
are the operation and programming of the robot over the 
SINUMERIK HMI, same as the machine tool. This means 
that the existing NC shop-floor knowledge can also be 
 applied for the robot. As there is no robot controller 
anymore – the robot arm is directly controlled from the 
SINUMERIK – the commissioning, service, maintenance  
of the robot is similar to the CNC machine.

Advantages at a glance

 • Integrating the robot mechanical model in the 
 SINUMERIK CNC increases productivity and flexibility.

 • Optimized controller settings for handling operations.

 • Robot-specific programming knowledge not required.

Modular integration of  
CNC handling robots

SINUMERIK  
Run MyRobot /Direct Handling

  SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Direct Handling

 • Setting-up, programming and operation in the 
 SINUMERIK-specific environment (Create MyConfig, 
 G-Code, programGUIDE etc.)

 • Best solution for integrating handling robots with 
 modular machine concepts

 • No dedicated robot controller required anymore
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SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Handling is the recommend-
ed approach wherever a robot should simply connect 
to the CNC. In addition, it allows also the programming 
and operation directly from the SINUMERIK. Based on 
this solution, SINUMERIK 840D sl offers the highest 
degree of system integration.

SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Handling allows a robot to be 
operated and taught in using a SINUMERIK operator panel. 
Connected robots and machine tools can be set up,  
programmed, operated and maintained via the usual  
SINUMERIK Operate user interface. The robot is pro-
grammed using cycles in SINUMERIK. Robots and machine 
tools are coordinated via the channel synchronization. This 
means that machine tool and robot program sequences 
can be tracked and controlled on the SINUMERIK screen  
in parallel channels. This makes the integration of robots 
significantly more attractive and straightforward, as per-
sonnel do not require any specific robot know-how.  
In practice, the focus is using robots for handling tasks:  
loading and unloading the machine tool, feeding in tools 
and therefore speeding up the material flow associated 
with the machine.

Advantages at a glance

 • Teaching in new workpieces to be handled is signifi-
cantly simplified as a result of the standard and uniform 
operation at the SINUMERIK.

 • The robot is simply programmed using the cycle pro-
gramming functionality of the SINUMERIK.

 • No robot know-how is required, the robot can be 
operated by machine operators without requiring any 
in-depth training.

  SINUMERIK Run MyRobot /Handling

 • Combines robot and CNC programs in the CNC
 • Standard operation of robots and machine tool via the 
SINUMERIK user interface SINUMERIK Operate

 • Robot functions such as programming, manual travel, 
teach in and diagnostics can be directly executed from 
the CNC.

Handling robots and machine tools 
operated in precisely the same way

SINUMERIK  
Run MyRobot /Handling
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Robot Control Cabinets from WKC

Digitalization also enables machine tools  to be used in  
ever closer association with automated applications.  
The „Run MyRobot“ Siemens solution is an example of this.  
The solution now means robots can be integrated even 
more easily in the Sinumerik CNC system and the digital 
interface of a machine tool.

Another solution that likewise supports this technology  
is the standardized Robot Control Cabinet (RCC) from  
WKC. The RCC provides you with the choice of a basic 
control cabinet version, which is immediately  available and 
ready to connect to your robotics systems, a predesigned 
solution with additional options, or a 100% customer- 
specific application.

Advantages at a glance

 • Pre-configured basic versions with additional standard 
options for quick and easy commissioning.

 • Expert advice and engineering of a customized 
 application for the specific requirements.

 • Creation of a digital twin including design optimization 
for integration in the electrical documentation.

“Plug and Play” Robot Control  Cabinet 
for Run MyRobot

Standard options:
 • SCALANCE 
Ethernet Swith

Standard basic:
 • SIMATIC 
ET 200SP

Standard basic:
 • Connection box, 
incl. SINUMERIK  
Handheld Terminal HT 10

Standard options:
 • SINAMICS 
Line Filter
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Subject to changes and errors.  
The information given in this document 
only contains general descriptions and/
or performance features which may not 
always specifically reflect those described, 
or which may undergo modification in 
the course of further development of the 
products. The requested performance 
features are binding only when they are 
expressly agreed upon in the concluded 
contract.

Siemens provides products and solutions 
with industrial security functions that 
support the secure operation of plants, 
systems, machines and networks.
To secure plants, systems and machines 
as well as networks against cyber attacks, 
a holistic industrial security concept must 
be implemented (and continuously up-
dated) corresponding to current state-of-
the-art technology. Products and solutions 
from Siemens are just one component of 
such a concept.
Customer is responsible to prevent 
unauthorized access to its plants, sys-
tems, machines and networks. Systems, 
machines and components should only be 
connected to the enterprise network or 
the internet if and to the extent necessary 
and with appropriate security measures 
(e.g. use of firewalls and network segmen-
tation) in place.
Additional recommendations from Siemens 
regarding the appropriate protective 
measures should be taken into account. 
You can find additional information about 
Industrial Security at  
siemens.com/industrialsecurity


